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IDEASTRAIN
THE FUTURE 
OF REGIONAL
TRANSPORT
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CAPACITY
 MODE

F O R  P E A K  T I M E S

CityFlex

Groups of 3 seats positioned 
face-to-face makes it easier 
for passengers to move 
through the train at rush hour

UniversalTrain

Ample space for large numbers 
of people to stand while 
travelling to big events, and 
plenty of room for commuters

CityLounge

The comfortable lounge 
is perfect for groups of 
travellers who want to sit 
together during their journey

CommunityEntrance

Designed to accommodate 
more people, this roomy 
door area features a video 
intercom and padded rests

VirtualEntrance

The wide doors make sure 
people can board and exit the 
train quickly, which reduces 
the time spent at stops 

MultiFlex

Seats placed against 
the walls give standing 
passengers more space

CityMultipurpose

Comfortable standing seats 
and reconfigurable plug-in 
rests for accommodating 
seasonal demand for space

1

CityWorking

A functional countertop 
design is perfect for people 
who want to work while 
standing during peak times

i

Right-hand cross-section
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COMFORT
 MODE

CityFlex

The seats automatically 
transform into a roomy 
4-seat face-to-face group at 
the touch of a button

CityWorking

The comfortable option of 
sitting down to work is also 
available when passenger 
numbers are lower

CityMultipurpose

The standing seats can be 
unlocked and folded down 
using a time-controlled 
magnetic system

MultiFlex

The seats’ face-to-face 
configuration delivers 
maximum comfort at the 
touch of a button

2 2 3

CommunityEntrance

An additional bench and 
fold-down seats at the door 
increase capacity when 
required 

i

UniversalTrain

The carriage’s layout can be 
transformed to provide more 
seats and greater comfort at 
the touch of a button

F O R   O F F - P E A K  T I M E S

CityLounge

The comfortable lounge 
is perfect for groups of 
travellers who want to sit 
together during their journey

VirtualEntrance

The wide doors make sure 
people can board and exit the 
train quickly, which reduces 
the time spent at stops 

i
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Right-hand cross-section
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CityService

The service area has a digital 
network map, charging points 
for electric scooters and vending 
machines for drinks and masks

Interconnecting gangway

The spacious connecting 
gangway’s rests offer additional 
capacity and its ambient 
lighting make it extra-pleasant

CityStanding

The vertical standing seats 
can be retracted to make more 
space for bikes, wheelchair 
users and standing passengers

CityPrivacy

Cocooned from noise and 
distractions, passengers have 
the peace and quiet they need 
for working while travelling

CityMultipurpose

Comfortable standing seats 
and reconfigurable plug-in 
rests for accommodating 
seasonal demand for space

i i

CommunityEntrance

Extra-wide door with ample 
space, padded vertical rests 
beside the doors and a 
digital information terminal

42
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Left-hand cross-section

CAPACITY
 MODE

F O R  P E A K  T I M E S
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CityMultipurpose

The standing seats can be 
unlocked and folded down 
using a time-controlled 
magnetic system

CityPrivacy

Cocooned from noise and 
distractions, passengers have 
the peace and quiet they need 
for working while travelling

CommunityEntrance

Additive folding seats 
can increase the seating 
capacity on board for 
longer distances

CityStanding

The vertical standing seats 
can be retracted to make more 
space for bikes, wheelchair 
users and standing passengers

i

42
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Left-hand cross-section
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COMFORT
 MODE

F O R   O F F - P E A K  T I M E S

CityService

The service area has a digital 
network map, charging points 
for electric scooters and vending 
machines for drinks and masks

Interconnecting gangway

The spacious connecting 
gangway’s rests offer additional 
capacity and its ambient 
lighting make it extra-pleasant
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FEATURES

Our concept for colour and material follows a totally 
new approach. We focus on using sustainable design 
and production methods for coverings and surfaces. In 
particular, we choose materials that require minimal 
processing and resources during manufacturing. 
Ideally, the production process should be completely 
CO2-neutral. Countless features reflect this ambition. 
Seat covers make use of near-natural fabrics and basic 
materials, for instance. Flooring uses CO2-neutral 
manufacturing processes whenever possible. 

The colour scheme is based on natural greys, a choice 
which emphasises the innovative minimalist design 
of the IdeasTrainCity. Colours are used as an accent 
for certain features: grab handles, for instance, have 
a contrasting inlay, as do the slots for installing the 
plug-in seats. Lime green is the colour used to highlight 
these components, and it also appears on some 
seat covers. We chose green as a way of consciously 
underscoring our careful use of natural resources 
and our commitment to sustainability and climate 
protection. 

IDEASTRAINCITY
 COLOUR & MATERIAL
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FEATURES

The Covid-19 pandemic has radically changed 
passengers’ view of safe travel. Even though there are 
no longer any significant restrictions, customers now 
have new expectations of local and regional public 
transport services. 

To meet these expectations better, we worked with 
passengers, passenger associations and medical 
professionals to design a host of measures that enhance 
travellers’ safety, and we put the prototypes into 
practice in an S-Bahn train.

We noticed that certain changes had a considerable 
influence on passengers’ sense of safety. 
Avoiding close contact between people, particularly 
face-to-face contact, was one. Others included 
separators between seated and standing passengers, 
in addition to the use of visible antiviral coatings and 
cleaning methods for surfaces.

IDEASTRAINCITY
 PANDEMIC MODE
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FEATURES

Overdoor displays at each entrance enhance the quality 
of passenger information, thereby providing travellers 
with more effective support.

We have applied digital films to some surfaces to make 
the purpose of specific train sections clearer. These 
films can switch between transparency or displaying 
large pictograms, such as in the case of the multi-
purpose compartment. 

Strip-style illumination and the use of this digital film 
on the doors draw passengers’ attention to the entrance 
area by emphasising the doors as they open and close. 

A line of LED lighting along the entire length of the 
carriage shows the colour denoting that route, so 
people can easily spot the train they need when at the 
station. Alternatively, this feature can be used as a way 
of signalling passenger numbers in real time.

IDEASTRAINCITY
 EXTERIOR

i
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The IdeasTrainCity’s unique exterior design underscores 
the vehicle’s clear layout and flexibility.

The 3D windscreen offers passengers a 180° view, and 
complete transparency is guaranteed for people inside 
and outside the train. 

At the same time, the elegant new design of the 
passenger information system provides clearer 
orientation for everyone using the train.
 
As the train enters the station, the destination display 
changes so that people on the platform can see it more 
clearly: the name of the destination moves from the 
middle of the display to its corners for greater visibility.

FEATURES

IDEASTRAINCITY
 EXTERIOR
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EXTERIOR
 PARTNERS

 - In-glass passenger 
information system

 - Overdoor displays

 - Destination display

 - 22“ display at front of 
train

 - Visual closing signal over 
the doors

 - Digital film - Capacitive touch buttons 

 - Continuous LED strip  - Lighting at doors
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FEATURES

The innovative accent lighting system makes travelling 
more relaxed and appealing in several ways. When 
passengers board the train, it guides them reliably to 
available seats and standing spaces.

The oval ceiling light in the door area can also be used 
to change the ambiance on board: cool light in the 
morning has a stimulating impact and helps to dispel 
tiredness, while warm and calming light in the evening 
relaxes people as they head for home.

IDEASTRAINCITY
 ACCENT LIGHTING 
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ACCENT LIGHTING
 PARTNERS

 - LED strip

 - LED ceiling lights

 - LED strips for walls’ 
indirect lighting

 - Back-end technology 
for lighting system 
management

 - Oval ceiling light  - Wraparound lighting in 
the service wall

 - Indirect lighting
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Overdoor displays ease boarding and alighting by 
providing clear passenger information for people as 
they enter or leave the train.

The LED strip shows what route the train is serving, 
or it can be used to indicate how many passengers are 
currently on board each wagon. 

A completely new feature, the service wall at the 
driver’s cab provides a whole range of functions. These 
include a built-in sales point for drinks and masks, a 
large display with a digital network map for providing 
passengers with information about the current status 
of services, and an automated stand where people can 
park and charge their electric scooters.

i

FEATURES

CITYSERVICE
 CAPACITY
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CITYSERVICE
 COMFORT

Another eye-catching feature is the intelligent lighting 
system, which adjusts light levels to suit the time of 
day – this includes special settings for peak- and off-
peak services. It is connected to an anonymised video 
sensor that calculates the number of people on board 
and supports the passenger guidance system. When 
travellers board a train, they can rely on this effective 
and intuitive system that directs them towards carriages 
where standing room and seating are available. 

It also helps create a pleasant ambiance for them, for 
example by using cool, stimulating light in the morning 
as they go to work and bathing them in warm light in 
the evening. The possibilities are endless.
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CITYSERVICE
 PARTNERS

 - Door thresholds 

 - Anti dirt mat

 - 55 passenger information 
display

 - Electric scooter charging 
stations

 - Service wall’s production 
and system integration

 - Windbreak

 - Frames for handrails in 
the door pillars

 - Content programming 
and management

 - LED finger guards with 
capacitive touch sensors

 - Flooring  - Digital information and 
emergency call terminal

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers

 - Sensor network 
configuration

 - Digital film

 - Overdoor displays

 - Vending machines for 
drinks/masks

 - Capacitive non-touch 
door buttons

 - Wraparound lighting in 
the service wall

 - Indirect lighting

 - Oval ceiling light 

 - Digital LED windbreaks

 - Sensor camera

 - Handrails in the door 
pillars

 - Grab pole
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One of the outstanding aspects of the IdeasTrainCity is 
the way it combines capacity and comfort.
  
Artificial intelligence makes it possible to measure, in 
real time, the number of passengers in each section. 
Based on this information, the passenger area’s seating 
and standing spaces can be automatically reconfigured 
to suit current demand levels and travellers’ needs when 
the train reaches one terminus and is empty before it 
departs in the opposite direction. 

For instance, the 3-seat groups open up more space for 
standing passengers during rush hour, and they also 
make it easier for people to move around the train. This 
saves precious time at stations as people can get on and 
off faster. 

FEATURES

CITYFLEX
 CAPACITY
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CITYFLEX
 COMFORT

In addition, the oval ceiling light at the door and 
the displays in the windows provide travellers with 
intuitively clear information that helps orient them 
when boarding and alighting. The electronic windbreaks 
also signal which doors will open at a given stop, which 
speeds things up that little bit more again.

When the train is at a terminus, the driver can assess 
current capacity requirements and, if necessary, press 
a button to transform the 1-person seats nearest to the 
doors into two handy 2-person seats: each single seat 
moves towards the aisle, and an extra seat then folds 
down into the space they have vacated.
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CITYFLEX
 PARTNERS

 - Automatic flex-seats and 
2-person seats

 - Tables with USB ports

 - Wall panels - Leather covers

 - Seat covers

 - Content programming 
and management

 - Flooring

 - Ceiling displays with 
passenger information

 - Sensor network 
configuration

 - Handholds on seats

 - Window displays

 - Windows

 - Plastic covering for LED 
ceiling lights

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers
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CITYMULTIPURPOSE
 CAPACITY

Passengers in the IdeasTrainCity’s multipurpose 
compartment can rest on practical and comfortable 
vertical seats.

FEATURES
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CITYMULTIPURPOSE
 COMFORT

An innovative plug-in system makes it possible to 
remove these seats if more space is needed. This can 
be the case during different seasons – for instance, 
there might be higher demand for bicycle transportation 
during the summer.
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CITYMULTIPURPOSE
 PARTNERS

 - Windows

 - Upholstery of vertical 
standing seats

 - Tables with USB ports

 - Wall panels

 - Leather covers

 - Content programming 
and management

 - Flooring  - Surveillance systems - Handrail in light coves

 - Frames for the handrails 
in light coves

 - Plastic covering for LED 
ceiling lights

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers
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CITYMULTIPURPOSE
 CAPACITY

A timer-controlled magnetic system can be used to 
convert seats located opposite into convenient and 
comfortable rests during rush hour, providing more 
room when passenger numbers are high.  

FEATURES
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CITYMULTIPURPOSE
 COMFORT

Then, at off-peak times, the seats can be folded down 
to provide maximum comfort when space is not at such 
a premium. 

These folding seats’ innovative plug-in design means 
they can also be easily removed so the carriage can 
cater to different needs at different times of the year: 
demand for bicycle spaces increases during summer, for 
instance. 
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CITYMULTIPURPOSE
 PARTNERS

 - Windows

 - Folding seats with 
magnetic operation

 - Tables with USB ports

 - Wall panels - Leather covers

 - Seat covers

 - Content programming 
and management

 - Flooring  - Sensor network 
configuration

 - Handrail in light coves

 - Plastic covering for LED 
ceiling lights

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers
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INTERCONNECTING GANGWAY
 CAPACITY

The usual interconnecting gangways you know from 
today’s trains are no place to linger, but we have 
revamped them. They are now wider and feature 
built-in rests and ambient lighting, making them 
pleasant areas for passengers to stand and so add to the 
IdeaTrainCity’s capacity.

2

FEATURES
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INTERCONNECTING GANGWAY
 COMFORT

Passengers can rely on the ceiling displays to provide 
them with the latest information about the route and 
their train’s progress. The displays can also be used for 
infotainment purposes or for showing how full the train 
is.

An ambient lighting system creates the right 
atmosphere on board and so makes the journey as 
pleasant as possible for all passengers.
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INTERCONNECTING GANGWAY
 PARTNERS

 - Bellows of articulated 
train

 - Translucent panels with 
integrated lighting

 - Content programming 
and management

 - Flooring  - Digital film

 - Sensor camera

 - Handrails - Leather covers - Frames for the handrails

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers

 - Rests
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CITYPRIVACY
 CAPACITY

Passengers will be able to take part in video confer-
ences while travelling.  It couldn’t be easier: two flexible 
and functional personal booths give them the seclusion 
and space they need if they want to work while on 
the move, for instance if they have to take part in a 
meeting. 

FEATURES
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CITYPRIVACY
 COMFORT

These spaces are designed to give passengers every-
thing they need. There are rests for comfort, integrated 
displays as a second screen for your laptop and folding 
tables for convenience. Together, they turn travelling 
into the perfect time for working.
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CITYPRIVACY
 PARTNERS

 - Privacy booth

 - Wood optic floor

 - Wall panels

 - Partition wall

 - Seat covers

 - Content programming 
and management

 - Flooring  - Intercom

 - Sensor network 
configuration

 - Digital film  - Curved footrest

 - Windows

 - Glass partition

 - Leather covers

 - Smart window 

 - Windbreak for personal 
booth

 - Plastic covering for LED 
ceiling lights

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers
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CITYWORKING
 CAPACITY

FEATURES

If both personal booths are occupied, travellers who 
want to work can simply take a seat at the functionally 
designed work desk opposite.

The rests feature a timer-controlled magnetic system 
that adjusts their position. During peak times, 
passengers stand at the table, which creates more space 
around them for other passengers who are standing.  
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CITYWORKING
 COMFORT

Using a timer-controlled system, the rests turn into 
seats during off-peak times to provide passengers with 
enhanced comfort. 

The parquet-look flooring is a real highlight. It provides 
a stylish flourish and clearly signals that this part of the 
train, with its personal workstations and practical desk, 
has a special purpose.
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CITYWORKING
 PARTNERS

 - Wood optic floor - Work desk with fold-
down rests

 - Wall panels

 - Content programming 
and management

 - Flooring  - Sensor network 
configuration

 - Digital film

 - Windows - Leather covers

 - Plastic covering for LED 
ceiling lights

 - Content programming 
and management
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CITYSTANDING
 CAPACITY

FEATURES

With their space-saving design, the vertical seats can 
simply be slid to one side to create more space in the 
carriage for wheelchair users, bicycles and prams, or 
to give people standing during rush hour more room – 
which means more comfort.

Backlit pictograms above the windows can be selected 
to let people know what a given part of the train is 
being used for.

i
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CITYSTANDING
 COMFORT

When in place, the comfortable vertical seats need 
minimum room to provide maximum seating, making 
them ideal for people who are not going very far.

Travellers can switch the smart windows between clear 
and shaded to suit their personal preferences. This 
feature helps to keep strong sunlight out of the carriage, 
thereby maximising comfort levels for passengers who 
want to relax or work.
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CITYSTANDING
 PARTNERS

 - Wall panels

 - Seat covers

 - Content programming 
and management

 - Flooring

 - Sensor network 
configuration

 - Windows - Leather covers

 - Smart window

 - Backlit RAUVISIO 
panels

 - Mechanical engineering, 
moving parts and 
automation

 - Double vertical 
standing seats

 - Pictogram backlighting - Grab handles in ceiling

 - Handholds on vertical 
standing seats

 - Bicycle stands

 - Plastic covering for LED 
ceiling lights

 - Digital windbreak

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers
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MULTIFLEX
 CAPACITY

FEATURES

The multi-flex seating opposite the vertical seats is 
another highlight.

At the touch of button, these seats can be reconfigured 
as required, going from a face-to-face arrangement 
when passenger numbers are low to lining up parallel to 
the sides when demand for standing room is higher. The 
number of seats remains the same in both cases.
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MULTIFLEX
 COMFORT

Specially designed grab handles can be lowered from 
the ceiling when required. They can be retracted again 
during off-peak times, creating appealingly clean lines 
and an uncluttered impression that many passengers 
enjoy.

This section’s design is rounded out by the window 
displays that show passenger information.
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MULTIFLEX
 PARTNERS

 - Automated seating  - Energy chain and 
connecting elements

 - Wall panels

 - Seat covers

 - Content programming 
and management

 - Flooring

 - Sensor network 
configuration

 - Windows

 - Glass for windbreak

 - Backlit RAUVISIO panels

 - Mechanical engineering, 
moving parts and 
automation

 - Pictogram backlighting - Grab handles in ceiling

 - Handholds on seats

 - Window displays

 - Transparent LED film at 
windows

 - Windbreak

 - Plastic covering for LED 
ceiling lights

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers
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COMMUNITYENTRANCE
 CAPACITY

FEATURES

This module contains a second door area: it is gener-
ously proportioned as it has been designed to take the 
changes to new railway vehicles into account.

The doors are flanked by padded columns for standing 
passengers, and these features also fold down as seating 
if desired. 

This way, greater space is available so people can stand 
comfortably during peak times, while more seats are 
available when there are fewer passengers.

The design is tailored to suit long S-Bahn lines and 
passengers who are on board for a considerable length 
of time, which are factors in new plans to connect major 
cities with more outlying towns.

2 2 3
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COMMUNITYENTRANCE
 COMFORT

If passengers on these long-distance routes only need 
to use the doors on one side of the carriage but could 
do with extra seating, a handy bench can be placed in 
front of the unnecessary doors so more people have 
somewhere to sit. 

Maintenance staff can install the additional bench at the 
start of the day and then remove it before operations 
begin on the following day if the train is moved to a 
different line.
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COMMUNITYENTRANCE
 PARTNER

 - Content programming 
and management

 - LED finger guards with 
capacitive touch sensors

 - LED threshold

 - Flooring  - Intercom

 - Overdoor displays

 - Sensor network 
configuration

 - Door buttons with 
proximity sensors

 - Oval ceiling light 

 - Sensor camera

 - Grab poles - Leather covers - Additional 3-person bench at 
entrance

 - Fold-down seats beside doors

 - 1-person fold-down seats

 - Frames for handrails in 
the door pillars

 - Digital film

 - Handrails in the door 
pillars

 - Wall panels

 - Windows

 - Glass for windbreak

 - Door thresholds 

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers
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COMMUNITYENTRANCE
 CAPACITY

FEATURES

Passengers who need help can use the train’s integrated 
video intercom system, which puts them in touch with 
one of our employees. 

The overdoor display provides them with useful infor-
mation about the route, the train’s progress and how 
many people are on board. This display also provides 
clear orientation, which helps passengers to board and 
leave the train with minimal bother.

The new contactless door buttons are an innovative and 
intuitive feature for opening doors without the need 
to touch any surfaces. A passenger can simply hold 
their hand close to the button to activate the opening 
mechanism.

42
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COMMUNITYENTRANCE
 COMFORT

An extra folding seat can be added at the other door – 
another comfort-enhancing option for people who will 
remain on board for longer. 

Maintenance staff can install the additional folding seat 
at the start of the day and then remove it when the 
train is transferred to another line on the following day.
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COMMUNITYENTRANCE
 PARTNERS

 - Content programming 
and management

 - Silicon finger guards with 
capacitive touch sensors

 - LED threshold

 - Flooring  - Digital information and 
emergency call terminal

 - Overdoor displays

 - Oval ceiling light 

 - Sensor camera - Grab poles

 - Leather covers - Additional fold-down 
chairs

 - Floor rail for grab pole

 - 2-person fold-down 
chair

 - Sensor network 
configuration

 - Digital film

 - Seat covers

 - Wall panels - Door buttons with 
proximity sensors

 - Windows - Wall padding

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers

 - Frames for handrails in 
the door pillars

 - Handrails in the door 
pillars
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UNIVERSALTRAIN
 CAPACITY

FEATURES

More and more people will rely on our suburban 
rail services in the coming years. We want to ensure 
they have the room they need and at the same time 
guarantee maximum comfort and appeal – so we have 
come up with the universal train.

It represents a flexible spatial concept that is unparal-
leled in the rail sector, as it adapts over the course of 
the day, as passenger numbers fluctuate and their needs 
change too.

Seats can be repositioned at the touch of a button to 
create a space laid out for people standing and that 
features convenient rests for them. This enables us to 
create sufficient capacity for commuters during rush 
hour or for people going to a major event. 

Thanks to the universal train, we can increase this ca-
pacity by up to 40% while at the same time guarantee-
ing outstanding comfort and an ample number of seats 
at peak times.  During off-peak times, we can transform 
the interior so even more seats are available.

i
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UNIVERSALTRAIN
 COMFORT

The innovations don’t stop there. Stretch monitors 
and a full-pane window display with augmented reality 
technology transform the passenger information and 
in-journey entertainment system.

The displays are ideal for getting people in the mood 
before a big event, creating the right atmosphere even 
before they arrive. This way, even the journey to the 
stadium becomes part of the occasion.
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UNIVERSALTRAIN
 PARTNERS

 - Automatic seat systems

 - Wall padding

 - Flooring

 - LED strips for indirect 
wall lighting

 - Wall panels

 - Mechanical 
engineering, 
moving parts and 
automation

 - Content programming 
and management

 - Motors and control 
electronics for automatic 
seats

 - Energy chain and 
connecting elements

 - Windows

 - Indirect pictogram 
lighting

 - Handholds on seats

 - Ceiling handrail

 - Stretch displays for 
monitor bands

 - Sensor network 
configuration

 - Seat covers

 - Transparent augmented, 
full-size OLED window 
display

 - Windbreak

 - Plastic covering for LED 
ceiling lights

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers

 - Leather-upholstered wall 
padding
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VIRTUALENTRANCE
 CAPACITY

FEATURES

Measuring 1.6 m in width, a third entrance area ensures 
that people can board and leave the train faster, 
thereby reducing the length of time that the train is at 
a station.

On the door, the digital film applied to the surface turns 
green or red as a means of signalling when the door is 
opening and closing. This makes for better passenger 
management and, by extension, the train doesn’t have 
to spend so long at each station.

Stylish and modern grab poles with lime green inlays 
offer a secure handhold for multiple passengers. 
Their stainless steel surfaces are easy to clean, while 
the textured material used for the inlay provides a 
better grip. The windbreaks beside the door feature 
padding and poles, making them additional features for 
travellers to lean against or hold onto.

i
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VIRTUALENTRANCE
 COMFORT

Passengers can contact a virtual “concierge” via the 
video intercom system – just press the button to 
connect.

The ambient lighting system responds to the current 
number of passengers in a given section of the train. 
Together with the padded surfaces beside the door, 
these two features make travel on our new train even 
more agreeable.

The overdoor display provides them with useful 
information about the route, the train’s progress and 
how many people are on board. This feature guides 
passengers and prevents people from inadvertently 
blocking the door by guiding them quickly towards 
available seats and standing spaces. 
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VIRTUALENTRANCE
 PARTNERS

 - Transparent digital film 
on door

 - Windbreak

 - Frames for handrails in 
the door pillars

 - Digital information and 
emergency call terminal

 - Overdoor displays

 - Sensor camera

 - Leather covers - Glass for windbreak

 - Vertical padding beside 
door

 - Handrails in the door 
pillars

 - Sensor network 
configuration

 - Silicon finger guards with 
capacitive touch sensors

 - LED threshold

 - Oval ceiling light  - Door thresholds  - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers

 - Content programming 
and management
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CITYLOUNGE
 CAPACITY

FEATURES

The comfortable City Lounge is perfect for groups of 
travellers who want to sit together during their journey.

Its panorama windows offer a 180° view of the outside 
world, while the columnar air filter provides a constant 
stream of fresh air for the entire section.
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CITYLOUNGE
 COMFORT

The filter also features algae-bearing panels that 
improve air quality still further.

Like the rest of the IdeasTrainCity, the City Lounge uses 
ultra-sustainably produced materials. These include 
flooring made using a completely CO2-neutral produc-
tion process and sustainably manufactured seat covers.

The lighting system is based on nanotechnology and 
generates natural illumination that replicates the effect 
of the sun and the sky.
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CITYLOUNGE
 PARTNERS

 - Wall panels - Basic structure and 
system integration of the 
air filter with handrail

 - Lighting system

 - Laminated glass for the 
train's nose

 - 2D-curved laminated 
glass for the train's 
windscreen and for 
covering the destination 
display

 - Indirect lighting for 
benches 

 - Light coves' illumination

 - Columnar air filter

 - Sensor network 
configuration

 - LED strips for indirect 
wall lighting

 - Algae-bearing panels for 
enhanced air quality

 - Software for calculating 
passenger numbers
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D B  R E G I O

W H E R E  C A N  I  S E E  T H E  I D E A S T R A I N ?

L O C A T I O N

C O N T A C T

The IdeasTrain is on display at Oberursel near Frankfurt. Visits to the exhibition hall are open 
to individual or multiple groups (approx. 8-12 people per group).  
The hall is also available for bookings as an event location, i.e. for meetings or workshops. 
DB Regio manages the hall and is more than happy to open it to anyone or any organisation 
interested in using it.

Ludwig-Erhard-Straße 34  
61440 Oberursel (Taunus), Germany 
Further information: www.ideenzug.de

General IdeasTrain inbox:  
ideenzug@deutschebahn.com 
 
Philipp Kühn –  
Project manager for the IdeasTrain 
philipp.kuehn@deutschebahn.com 
 
Stefanie Dobbert –  
Deputy spokesperson for passenger transport 
stefanie.dobbert@deutschebahn.com

Matthias Fischer –
Managing Director at Neomind
m.fischer@neomind.eu
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